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Abstract— In this work, we present a digital power ampli-1

fier (DPA) and a signal-optimized control technique suitable for2

the amplification of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing3

(OFDM). OFDM is a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)4

signal that is naturally arising from high spectrum efficiency5

modulations. A 3-bit DPA is implemented with three power-scaled6

transistors which are turned on and off based on the signal7

amplitude, while phase modulation is restored using the radio8

frequency (RF) input signal. The unavoidable nonlinearities at9

the DPA output due to PA switching are minimized by accounting10

for the OFDM signal probability density function (pdf). This11

pdf is a priori knowledge to design an optimal quantizer that12

minimizes distortion by distributing the DPA power levels where13

the signal amplitude is more similar to the original one. Back-14

off efficiency within 23 = 8 possible states is then optimized by15

implementing a load-modulating power combiner. Theory and16

an example design of the combiner network are provided and17

demonstrated for this DPA. The reported DPA prototype operates18

at 1.5 GHz with a 3-bit control and achieves a maximum power-19

added efficiency (PAE) of 64.3% and maintains a drain efficiency20

greater than 47% over the output power range from 36.6 to21

45.2 dBm (8.6-dB range).22

Index Terms— Digital power amplifier (DPA), linearity, load23

modulation, optimization, orthogonal frequency division multi-24

plexing (OFDM), power efficiency.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

POWER efficiency is one of the most challenging specifica-27

tions in communication systems, especially in the emerg-28

ing broadband cellular networks, where energy consumption29

leads to significant growth of the operators’ power cost and30

carbon emissions [1]. Power amplifier (PA) is one of the most31
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power-consuming radio frequency (RF) components within 32

communication systems [2]. Maximizing power efficiency is 33

challenging for PA designers. Orthogonal frequency division 34

multiplexing (OFDM) is a nonconstant envelope-modulated 35

waveform which improves spectrum efficiency, and it retains 36

its promise in future networks [3]. However, a well-known 37

problem of OFDM waveforms is the high peak-to-average 38

power ratio (PAPR) signal [4]. Amplifying such high PAPR 39

signals incurs steep penalties in power loss as most PAs 40

function inefficiently at back-off. 41

To avoid such losses, designing a highly efficient PA is of 42

utmost importance to address the significant energy challenges 43

in communication systems. Well-known efficiency enhance- 44

ment techniques to solve the back-off efficiency limitations 45

of a single-transistor PA are outphasing, Doherty, and enve- 46

lope tracking. Such techniques have been widely investi- 47

gated [2], [5]–[8]. However, linearity degradation introduced 48

by these efficiency enhancement architectures is challenging 49

to overcome [2]. Moreover, implementing the outphasing and 50

Doherty requires a narrowband phase shifter or power com- 51

biner [9]–[12]. Traditional envelope tracking PAs usually adopt 52

dynamic power supplies [13] that can introduce instantaneous 53

bandwidth limitations. 54

Another promising technique to enhance power efficiency 55

is the digital PA (DPA). There exists a well-developed body of 56

research in class-D switch capacitor PAs [14]. However, this 57

approach is usually restricted to transmitting constant envelope 58

waveforms, which is less spectrum-efficient than OFDM. 59

To improve the back-off efficiency, paralleling multiple transis- 60

tors are also intensively explored. The transistors are switched 61

alternatively on and off to generate multiple efficiency peaks. 62

However, they still mainly operate in a suboptimal linear 63

region, and the output combining network dissipates most of 64

the power [15], [16]. 65

To maximize the power efficiency, switching mode multibit 66

DPAs are also proposed [16]–[20]. A general switching mode 67

multibit DPA consists of a baseband signal generator and dis- 68

tributor, upconverter, parallel DPA modules, power combiner, 69

and baseband filter. The input baseband signal is modulated 70

into parallel digital pulses. The constituent transistors switch 71

between a peak efficient ON-state to a fully OFF-state to 72

generate discrete output power levels. 73

However, switching mode DPAs shape the envelope signal 74

into rectangular pulses containing a high-frequency content. 75

The existing digital modulation schemes such as pulsewidth 76

modulation [14] and delta–sigma modulation [21] keep the 77
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amplitude constant and encode the information into the width78

of the pulse. The main drawback of these modulation schemes79

is that they require a very high switching frequency compared80

with continuous amplitude modulation. Furthermore, these81

schemes are also generally limited by the minimum pulse82

duration [14], and this reduces the dynamic range. Therefore,83

modern wireless communication standards like OFDM use84

the nonconstant amplitude modulation to achieve linear and85

broadband amplification. To leverage the advantage of such86

nonconstant envelope modulation techniques, novel multibit87

DPA structures that combine their constituent PAs’ output88

powers are proposed [22].89

However, the modulated and amplified digital pulses gener-90

ated at the output of a multibit DPA are a coarse approximation91

of the scaled-up original signal with a maximum difference92

equal to the least significant bit (LSB). The difference between93

them can be measured by the error vector magnitude (EVM)94

value, which is widely used as a metric for ascertaining trans-95

mitted waveform linearity. Another architecture to improve the96

back-off efficiency is the power-mixer array in which multiple97

PAs with the same RF power are paralleled. However, this98

approach is unsuited for high PAPR signals such as OFDM,99

whereas probability density function (pdf) is radically different100

from a uniform distribution [18]–[20].101

This work presents a novel DPA architecture and control102

signal generation technique, which is suitable for high PAPR103

OFDM signals’ efficiency and low-distortion amplification.104

This DPA uses three parallel PAs of different power levels105

(6, 15, and 25 W) combined through a load-modulating106

power combiner. The high efficiency of this DPA is also107

enabled using gallium nitride (GaN) transistors for a high108

switching speed with low losses compared with typical109

Si laterally diffused metal–oxide semiconductors (LDMOSs).110

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first of its111

kind demonstration of a 3-bit DPA where analog-to-digital112

converter (ADC) quantization techniques are leveraged for113

linearity optimization in a 3-bit DPA. The inputs of the114

constituent PAs in the DPA are biased by applying quantized115

time-domain OFDM waveform while being driven by a con-116

tinuous wave (CW) RF carrier. In other words, the digitally117

modulated information-bearing symbols are applied through118

an input gate bias modulation instead of an RF amplitude119

modulation, thus drastically simplifying the transmitter layout.120

Specifically, the contributions of this article are summarized121

as follows.122

1) We propose a novel 3-bit DPA architecture with eight123

RF output power states, which can amplify the OFDM124

waveform with high efficiency and low distortion.125

2) We provide an approach to optimize the linearity by126

selecting the output power levels through quantization127

of the OFDM envelope by considering the statistical128

distribution that minimizes the EVM.129

3) DPA amplitude modulation is accomplished through a130

low-power gate bias switching of the constituent PAs in131

the DPA.132

4) We design an optimized power combiner network that133

performs the load modulation of the constituent PAs to134

improve the back-off efficiency over a broad range of135

output powers.136

5) Rigorous analytical modeling, systematic simulation, 137

and fabrication are undertaken to validate the approach 138

and characterize the performance of the DPA. 139

This article is organized as follows. Section II introduces 140

the theoretical analysis and optimization of the proposed 141

3-bit DPA. In Section III, we explain the methodology and cir- 142

cuit implementation of the 3-bit DPA architecture. Section IV 143

discusses the measurement results from the fabricated 3-bit 144

DPA system. Finally, this article is concluded in Section V. 145

II. 3-BIT DPA 146

A. DPA Architecture 147

A block diagram of the proposed 3-bit DPA is illustrated 148

in Fig. 1. A constant envelope phase-modulated RF input 149

signal is fed to a three-way power combiner which splits the 150

signal to three PAs. This power combiner is also designed 151

to introduce the required phase difference between the inputs 152

for maximum output power. The constituent PAs amplify the 153

three signals concurrently, and their outputs are combined 154

using a power combiner. All three PAs are connected to 155

the same drain voltage of 28 V. Amplitude modulation is 156

introduced by switching on and off the gate voltages. The 157

goal here is to maximize the efficiency over a large back- 158

off range. The eight output states mapping the constituent 159

transistors into the eight DPA states are listed in the table 160

of Fig. 1. 161

Theoretically, this architecture dramatically increases the 162

output power range and system efficiency. Assuming there 163

is no loss in the matching networks, power combiners, and 164

splitters, the system efficiency can be very high. The three 165

constituent PAs are continually driven in deep compression, 166

thus with very high individual efficiency. The amplified wave- 167

form is quantized in eight output states, and the maximum 168

quantization error is dictated by the LSB. 169

B. DPA Control Strategy 170

EVM is widely used as the metric for ascertaining trans- 171

mitted RF waveform linearity [23]. Quantization noise occurs 172

when a continuously varying signal is approximated with a 173

finite number of levels [17]. In this work, we propose to 174

consider the signal pdf to generate a quantization law that 175

minimizes the EVM, on average. This is here done using the 176

signal processing techniques of [24], [25] and optimization 177

algorithms [26]. 178

The input signal is partitioned into a discrete distribu- 179

tion after the quantization process. A period of time-varying 180

signal and the pdf of a continuously distributed analog 181

OFDM signal (input signal) are depicted in Fig. 2. Here, 182

X ∈ {x1, . . . , xk, . . . , xK } is the input signal partition set 183

and Y ∈ {y1, . . . , yk, . . . , yK } is the quantized output signal 184

levels, also known as the codebook set. It is convention that 185

an input signal between xk−1 and xk has the corresponding 186

output codebook yk . In this article, the minimum codebook y1 187

is set to zero since the minimum output power of the DPA is 188

zero (when all the constituent PAs are turned off). 189

The EVM minimization for DPA in this article leverages 190

the widely explored ADC quantization theory in [25]. First, 191
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Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of the 3-bit DPA architecture. The input amplitude-modulated signal is quantized with 23 = 8 states which are used to turn on
and off the three power-scaled PAs. The outputs of the PAs are combined to reconstruct the quantized envelope signal.

Fig. 2. Left: time varying signal to be quantized. Right: Rayleigh pdf of an
OFDM signal. Any signal level between xk−1 and xk , corresponding to the
discrete time intervals tk−1 to tk , is mapped to yk .

a distortion function D is defined, which is expressed as192

D =
K�

k=1

�
xk

xk+1

f (x − yk)ρ(x)dx (1)193

where the function f (x − yk) is an error function between the194

continuous input signal x and the quantized output signal yk .195

K is the number of quantization levels, and ρ(x) is the pdf196

of the input signal.197

Suppose that the input data are independently distributed,198

the probability density of the real and imaginary parts of an199

OFDM signal with a large number of subcarriers N (N ≥ 256)200

approaches a Gaussian distribution [27]. Because of the non-201

linear envelope operation, the amplitude of the OFDM signal202

follows a Rayleigh pdf [28], namely,203

ρ(x) = 2xe−x2
(2)204

where x is the OFDM amplitude before quantization. This205

equation clarifies that the distribution of the OFDM signal only206

depends on the OFDM amplitude. Once the maximum ampli-207

tude is given, the OFDM distribution for any bandwidths (1.4,208

5 MHz, etc.) or modulation schemes (4-quadrature amplitude209

modulation (QAM), 16-QAM, etc.) is immutable.210

Next, EVM is defined as the difference between the input211

and quantized output signals. Thus, the root-mean-square212

(rms) value of the EVM is calculated as213

EVM(%) = 100 ·
�

1
N

�N
n=1(s

�
n − sn)2

Pave
(3)214

where N is the number of symbols over a burst of length over215

which the value of EVM is calculated. sn ∈ S = {s1, . . . , sN }216

and s�
n ∈ S � = {s�

1, . . . , s�
N }, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , are the nth input217

and output symbol sets, respectively. Pave is the input signal218

TABLE I

POWER LEVELS NORMALIZED TO 1-W DPA FOR OPTIMAL LINEARITY

average power, which is recognized as a constant value for a 219

given burst of the input signal. 220

Based on (3) and the following equation, to minimize the 221

EVM value of the quantized signal, we then define the error 222

function for the nth symbol as: 223

f (s �
n − sn) = (s �

n − sn)
2. (4) 224

Replacing the error function and the pdf in (3) with (2) 225

and the following equation, respectively, the new quantization 226

distortion function D can be expressed as: 227

D =
K�

k=1

�
xk

xk+1

2(x − yk)
2xe−x2

dx . (5) 228

D can be minimized using the following two partial differ- 229

entials with respect to xk and yk given by [25]: 230

∂ D

∂xk
= |xk − yk−1| − |xk − yk | = 0 ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , K } 231

∂ D

∂yk
=

�
xk

xk+1

2(x − yk)xe−x2
dx = 0 ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. (6) 232

The unknown variables xk and yk in (6) can be solved 233

numerically in MATLAB to obtain the optimally quantized 234

partition set Xopt and codebook set Yopt. The derived codebook 235

set Yopt is regarded as the optimal output amplitude levels, 236

which are then transformed to the discrete output power levels. 237

In this way, optimal power levels are elaborately selected to 238

minimize the EVM. If an uniform quantization was selected, 239

the EVM would be 3 dB lower on average [29]. With the 240

presented algorithm, the resulting codebook and input signal 241

partition for an eight-level DPA are reported in Table I. 242

C. Load Modulation Analysis 243

To maximize the overall DPA efficiency, the power com- 244

biner must be designed suitably to allow efficient, low loss, 245
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combining for every state of the proposed 3-bit DPA. Multiport246

coupler structures encounter several challenges and trade-offs247

which urgently require proper solutions.248

Unlike the three-way Doherty, the proposed 3-bit DPA has249

eight different power levels. With a nonisolated combiner, it is250

impossible to completely isolate the PAs for every possible251

state, and some RF power might leak to other PA out-252

put(s). This issue can be mitigated using the following design253

approach.254

The RF power combiner is a multiport passive device that255

combines the signal power from multiple input ports to a256

single output port. Various power combining architectures257

are available, including Wilkinson combiner [30], rat-race258

combiner [31], coupled line combiner [32], and RF trans-259

formers [33]. Most power combiners in DPAs require the260

combiner to be isolated so that inactive PAs do not influence261

the performance of the rest of the active PAs. However,262

these combiners generally suffer from high insertion loss.263

A typical 40%–50% of the dissipated power inside these264

combiners will significantly reduce the efficiency improve-265

ment in any DPA architecture [15], [20], [34]. To realize266

higher back-off efficiency, researchers adopt tunable trans-267

mission lines to control the output characteristic impedance268

Zc = Zopt while maintaining a constant phase shift [35].269

However, this technique adds complexity and additional270

losses.271

In this work, a fixed microstrip combiner is designed to272

reach high back-off efficiency while minimizing complexity.273

This section proposes a method to evaluate the combining274

power by formulating a theoretical model for a general mul-275

tiport coupler. As a part of the 3-bit DPA, we focus on276

a four-port coupler, and its schematic is shown in Fig. 3.277

This four-port coupler has three input ports, which associate278

with the constituent PAs’ outputs of the 3-bit DPA, and one279

output port. E1–E3 are the source voltages, whereas V1–V3 are280

the reference plane voltage at the input ports. a1–a4 denote281

the incident waves, while b1–b4 denote the reflected waves.282

Zs1–Zs3, Z L are the normalized impedances to 50 �.283

By exploiting the impedance variation in the transistor ON284

and OFF states, the output voltage levels are matched to285

the values from the quantized power level of Table I. Here,286

to analyze the output voltage levels, the S-parameter matrix287

is used to represent a generic passive combining network,288

which can be described using the following 4 × 4 scattering289

matrix [S] with 16 independent parameters. If the power290

splitter is a passive device and only contains isotropic material,291

the splitter is reciprocal, and its scattering matrix must be292

symmetric [36]. Thus, the scattering matrix can be further293

simplified to ten parameters in the following equation:294

S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

S11 S12 S13 S14

S12 S22 S23 S24

S13 S23 S33 S34

S14 S24 S34 S44

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (7)295

where Si j refers to the voltage ratio of the signal that reflects296

from port j to port i . The power combiner and the connected297

components are illustrated in Fig. 3. The power combiner is298

a linear network so that the voltage at the output Vout can be299

Fig. 3. Four-port passive network schematic with three input ports and one
output port.

assessed using superposition, i.e., 300

Vout = a4 + b4 (8) 301

a4 = b4�4. (9) 302

The output power from port 4 is equal to the difference 303

between the incident and reflected power given by 304

Pout = 1

2
(|b4|2 − |a4|2) = 1

2
|b4|2(1 − |�4|2). (10) 305

The output amplitude of port 4 is equal to the transmitted 306

amplitudes from three input ports according to 307

b4 = a1T14 + a2T24 + a3T34 + a4�in4 (11) 308

and after substituting (9), it results in 309

b4 = a1T14 + a2T24 + a3T34

1 − �4�in4
. (12) 310

Then, the three input voltages are computed by 311

V1 = a1 + b1 = Z in1

Zs1 + Z in1
E1 (13) 312

b1 = a1�in1 (14) 313

�in1 = Z in1 − 1

Zs1 + Z in1
. (15) 314

Thus, 315

a1 = 1 − �1

2(1 − �1�in1)
E1. (16) 316

Similarly 317

a2 = 1 − �2

2(1 − �2�in2)
E2 (17) 318

a3 = 1 − �3

2(1 − �3�in3)
E3. (18) 319

Therefore, 320

Vout = a4 + b4 321

=
�

1 − �1

2(1 − �1�in1)
E1T14 + 1 − �2

2(1 − �2�in2)
E2T24 322

+ 1 − �3

2(1 − �3�in3)
E3T34

�
1 + �4

1 − �4�in4


. (19) 323

In (19), we can observe that the output voltage depends on 324

the transmission coefficients, the reflection coefficients, and 325

the three input voltages. The transmission coefficients and the 326
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reflection coefficients are related to the S-parameter response327

of the power combiner and the impedance connected to the328

power combiner. Thus, the performance of the proposed 3-bit329

DPA depends highly on the combination at the output.330

To derive the equations of the output port voltage for the331

four-port power combiner, the Mason signal flow graph theory332

is applied to compute transmission coefficients T14, T24, and333

T34 [37]. The derivation of these coefficients based on the334

Mason signal flow graph theory is presented in Appendix.335

Based on the theoretical analysis, we conclude that the336

performance of the 3-bit DPA depends on the S-parameter337

response of the power combiner. Multiple solutions can be338

found in the equations listed in Table VI, which means that339

the power combiner has enough degree of freedom to real-340

ize these output power states theoretically. However, another341

design target is system efficiency, which highly depends on342

the characteristic of the transistors. The hybrid quasi-Newton343

search algorithm optimizer in Keysight ADS software was344

used to design the power combiner. Section III explains the345

output power levels and the system efficiency optimization346

targets in detail.347

III. IMPLEMENTATION348

Generally, PA designers are provided with the signal that349

needs to be amplified. Based on the modulated OFDM signal350

distribution, the OFDM signal is modulated to the control bias351

voltages. The time-domain OFDM signal is quantized to eight352

different power levels in this work. The overall design process353

for switching mode DPA is summarized in the following steps.354

1) Analyze the target OFDM signal distribution and select355

the output power levels to minimize EVM.356

2) Choose proper transistors and analyze the upper bound357

system efficiency.358

3) Design the constituent PAs and find the input power to359

maximize the efficiency for each PA.360

4) Design of the input power splitter.361

5) Design the output power combiner based on the joint362

optimization goal with the optimizer.363

The output power levels are elaborately selected to optimize364

the linearity. To attain the best possible system efficiency,365

specific output impedances are maintained at the output of366

the constituent PAs through particular design of the opti-367

mal output power combiner. Off-the-shelf transistors are then368

chosen based on the output power levels. The design and369

optimization processes have been introduced in detail in370

Sections III-A–III-F.371

A. Selection of the Target Output Power Levels372

The target output power levels are listed in Table II. They373

are the nonlinear transformations following the optimal levels374

in the output codebook. This 3-bit DPA works for 1.5-GHz375

carrier frequency, and the target peak output power is 35 W.376

Based on the EVM minimization algorithm in Section II-B,377

we can derive the results of the optimal output codebook of378

the OFDM signal for a 3-bit DPA, listed in Table II. Given the379

maximum target output power Pout[7] = 35 W at state 7, the380

output power target for the rest of the states is proportional381

TABLE II

TARGET OUTPUT POWER-LEVEL SELECTION

to Pout[7] as 382

Pout[i ] = Y2
opt[i ]

Y2
opt[7] × Pout[7] (20) 383

where Yopt(i) is the optimal output codebook for the i th state. 384

Pout(i) is the output power of the i th state in Watts, which can 385

be transferred to the decibel value as 386

Pout(dBm) = 10 log10 Pout + 30. (21) 387

In this way, we select the output power levels to maxi- 388

mize the linearity of the 3-bit DPA. To generate the target 389

Pout(dBm), constituent PAs contribute differently at different 390

states. If only one PA is active, the target Pout(dBm) is equal 391

to the output power of the active PA. If multiple PAs are 392

active, the output power from a single PA is proportional to 393

its maximum output power. Their output power contributions 394

P1[i ]–P3[i ] for the i th state can be derived from the following 395

equations: 396

P1[i ]
P1[7] = P2[i ]

P2[7] = P3[i ]
P3[7] (22) 397

Pout[i ] = P1[i ] + P2[i ] + P3[i ], i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}. (23) 398

The target Pout(dBm) and the constituent PA power contri- 399

bution P1–P3 at each state are listed in Table II. 400

B. Upper Bound System Efficiency Analysis 401

GaN high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) are chosen 402

in this work due to their high breakdown strength, fast switch- 403

ing speed, and high efficiency in compression [38]. To generate 404

eight different power levels with high efficiency, three different 405

Wolfspeed general-purpose GaN transistors are chosen, which 406

are CGH40006P, CGH27015F, and CGH40025F, respectively. 407

As aforementioned, the design target of this 3-bit DPA is 408

35-W maximum output power at 1.5 GHz. Fig. 4 shows 409

the simulated load—pull trajectories of three GaN transistors 410

at 1.5 GHz. The intersecting (cross) points of the output power 411

contours at each output state and the maximum PAE contours 412

are chosen as the optimal output impedances of each transistor 413

at every state. This is highlighted in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the 414

optimal dynamic impedances at different states are maintained 415

through the design of the output combiner, analyzed in detail 416

previously in Section II-C. 417

The selection of the optimal output impedances of each 418

transistor at every state allows us to estimate a theoretical 419

upper bound of the achievable DPA system efficiencies at 420
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Fig. 4. Optimum load—pull trajectories of efficiency and output power contours. The cross points of different output states and maximum PAE contours
are chosen as the optimal impedance.

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL UPPER BOUND

EFFICIENCIES FOR DIFFERENT STATES

each state. The average efficiency ε[i ](i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}) is of421

all three PAs in the i th state. The results of ε[i ] shown in422

Table III are derived from423

ε[i ] = P1ε1[i ] + P2ε2[i ] + P3ε3[i ]
P1 + P2 + P3

. (24)424

In Table III, Pr[i ](i ∈ {0, . . . , 7}) is the cumulative distrib-425

ution of the OFDM signal in the i th state, which can be given426

by427

Pr[i ] =
� xi

xi−1

ρ(x)dx . (25)428

Ignoring the loss from the power splitter and power com-429

biner, the optimal system efficiency to amplify the OFDM430

signal ε with the selected three transistors is 77.1%, which is431

derived from432

ε =
7�

i=0

ε[i ] × Pr[i ]. (26)433

C. Design of the Constituent PAs434

After choosing the transistors, three different PAs are435

designed separately at 1.5 GHz. To maximize the system436

efficiency, transistors are biased around the class-C operating437

point. Three PAs are designed with the same template, shown438

in Fig. 5. Each PA is composed of its respective input–output439

matching networks, stability, and bias networks.440

The performance of the three constituent PAs from EM441

simulations is compared in Fig. 6. The maximum output power442

results for each PA are P1max = 38.5 dBm, P2max = 41.1 dBm,443

and P3max = 43.9 dBm, which are higher than the target output444

power contributions P1[i ]–P3[i ] in Table II, respectively.445

In this work, the input RF signal is constant, and the446

constituent PAs are always working at their peak efficiency or447

Fig. 5. Schematic of the designed PAs with input–output match network
(IMN/OMN), bias, and stability networks.

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of the constituent PAs from EM simulations
showing input power versus output power (left) and input power versus
PAE (right).

completely switching off. The maximum PAE values for the 448

three PAs are 63.8%, 65.9%, and 70.9%, respectively. Those 449

PAE values reach the peak when the input powers are 27, 30, 450

and 30 dBm. Therefore, a proper input power splitter with a 451

splitting ratio of 1:2:2 is required, and the input of the power 452

splitter input power is always 34 dBm. 453

D. Design of the Input Power Splitter 454

The input RF signal is divided into three branches. To design 455

an all-port matching and well isolation power divider, Wilkin- 456

son [30] proposed a lossy coupler by adding a resistor 457

between two output ports. The resistor is used to dissipate the 458

reflected power so that the output ports can also be matched. 459
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the designed Wilkinson power splitter.

Fig. 8. Simulated performance of the designed Wilkinson power splitter.

In a more general circumstance, the Wilkinson power divider460

can be expanded to a multiport divider, where all the ports461

can be matched simultaneously, with isolation between any462

two ports [30]. However, one disadvantage of the N-way463

Wilkinson is its crossovers for multiple resistors. This structure464

is difficult to fabricate in planar form. A practical three-way465

Wilkinson planar divider is often used by ignoring one isolated466

resistor between two output ports. It is imperfectly matched,467

but the layout and fabrication are much more accessible. The468

splitter in this 3-bit DPA system is designed with only two469

resistors. The schematic structure is illustrated in Fig. 7. Since470

the input power of the 6-, 15-, and 25-W PAs are 27, 30, and471

30 dBm, respectively, this three-way splitter is designed for a472

power splitter ratio of 1:2:2. Transmission lines are connected473

to the output of the power splitter to align the phases of the474

signals into the constituent PAs to achieve the optimal power475

combining. The simulated efficiency of the power splitter476

is 95.8%.477

Fig. 8 reports the S-parameter simulation results of the478

designed power splitter. The magnitudes of the transmission479

coefficients S21, S31, and S41 show that the splitting ratio480

characteristic is as desired at 1.5 GHz. The remaining coeffi-481

cients prove that the power splitter has low reflection and high482

isolation properties.483

E. Design of the Optimal Output Power Combiner484

A systematic design optimization approach must be adopted485

to maintain the overall DPA system efficiency for the output486

power combiner. Moreover, such an optimization approach487

also helps in the linearity performance of the 3-bit DPA since488

the output power combiner preserves the optimal impedances489

selected through load modulation analysis.490

Fig. 9. Schematic of the power combiner after design optimization.

A mean squared error (mse) metric is adopted to minimize 491

the difference between the simulated output power levels and 492

the target output power levels Pout which are listed in Table II. 493

Since Pout was elaborately selected to maximize the linearity 494

of the 3-bit DPA, minimizing the mse as the strategy for the 495

design optimization of the output power combiner also assists 496

in enhancing the linearity of the DPA. It can be expressed as 497

mse =
7�

i=0

(Ps [i ] − Pout[i ])2 · Pr[i ], i = {1, 2, . . . , 7} (27) 498

where Ps[i ] is the simulated output voltage and Pout[i ] is the 499

target output power for the i th state. Pr[i ] is the cumulative 500

distribution of the OFDM signal in the i th state, as shown 501

in (25). The system drain efficiency � can now be formulated 502

as the ratio of the output power Pout[i ] and the input dc power 503

Pdc[i ] for the i th state as 504

� =
7�

i=0

Pout[i ]
Pdc[i ] · Pr[i ], i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}. (28) 505

Next, we further formulate an optimization goal to realize 506

the structure of the output power combiner by minimizing the 507

mse and maximizing the drain efficiency � jointly. Denoting 508

the structure of the output power combiner by the set of 509

optimized geometric dimensions T̂ , the joint optimization goal 510

is expressed as 511

T̂ = arg min
T

{α1 · mse(T ) − α2 · �(T )} (29) 512

where α1, α2 are the weights assigned for minimizing the 513

mse (and hence enhancing the DPA linearity) and maximizing 514

system efficiency, respectively. T is the initial set of assigned 515

dimensions. The hybrid quasi-Newton search algorithm opti- 516

mizer in Keysight ADS is used to optimize the joint optimiza- 517

tion goal. 518

To assess the feasibility of our design optimization 519

approach, we benchmark it with an ideal equation-based 520

S-parameter model. With such a model connected to the 521

outputs of three constituent PAs, the system efficiency � 522

achieved is 70.7%, while maintaining a low mse = 0.85. 523

These results are close to the theoretical upper bound of 524

the efficiencies derived from (26). It confirms that at least 525

in theory, a power combiner can enable high efficiencies in 526

each of the transistors while maintaining the high linearity 527

in the DPA (attained through optimal selection of the output 528

power levels at each state) with an OFDM waveform. Finally, 529

based on the template and the optimization limitation, the best 530

structure we found is illustrated in Fig. 9. 531
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Fig. 10. Simulated output impedance and transmission coefficient S21
variation by sweeping the gate bias voltage of a single 15-W PA.

Fig. 11. Simulated impedance transformation trajectories at the output of
the power combiner on the Smith chart at different states.

Fig. 10 shows the output impedance and the transmission532

coefficient S21 variation by sweeping the gate bias voltage of533

a single 15-W PA. The single PA output impedance variation534

influences the load impedance of other PAs and the impedance535

at the output power combiner. The Smith chart in Fig. 11536

shows the simulated impedance transformation trajectories at537

different output power level states of the designed 3-bit DPA538

looking into the output port (port 4) at the power combiner.539

The output power combiner’s impedance at different states540

is not constant, which causes a mismatching problem when541

connected to a terminate with constant impedance. However,542

the load modulation realizes the target output power levels543

and maximizes the system efficiency. This phenomenon also544

demonstrates that the integrity of the intended load modulation545

process is preserved through the designed coupler.546

F. Simulations With Modulated OFDM Waveforms547

To fully validate the preintegration performance of our 3-bit548

DPA system, an augmented simulation procedure is adopted549

by combining simulations in MATLAB and Keysight ADS.550

The input data are first modulated with QAM/OFDM and then551

quantized in MATLAB. The quantized data from MATLAB552

are imported into Keysight ADS, where the designed 3-bit553

DPA system is simulated. The output voltage data from ADS554

are further processed in MATLAB and normalized to the555

same average power level as the input waveform. Finally, the556

waveform can be demodulated to obtain the original data.557

The PA output power, average efficiency, EVM, and bit error558

rate can be computed.559

TABLE IV

1.4-MHZ OFDM SIMULATION RESULT COMPARISON

Initially, an input 1.4 MHz OFDM waveform is applied, 560

and the simulation results are listed in Table IV. For 4-QAM. 561

16-QAM, and 64-QAM, DPA reaches high efficiency to 562

amplify the OFDM waveform without losing much linearity. 563

Specifically, for a 16-QAM-modulated OFDM signal, the 3-bit 564

DPA system average drain efficiency is 50.9%, and the EVM 565

is 10.6%. 566

Then, 3- and 5-MHz OFDM waveforms are also simulated. 567

The result shows that the 3-bit DPA drain efficiency is more 568

than 55%, upholding the high system efficiency attained with 569

the 1.4-MHz OFDM waveform. However, as shown in the 570

constellation diagrams in Fig. 12, the EVM attained with 571

the 3-MHz OFDM waveform is 11.2%, and with that of the 572

5-MHz OFDM waveform is 13.0%. 573

The result shows that the DPA can be used to amplify 574

any bandwidth (1.4, 5 MHz, etc.) or modulation schemes 575

(4-QAM, 16-QAM, etc.) OFDM signal with optimal quan- 576

tization linearity. Higher resolution can be achieved with 577

more quantization levels. However, with the increase in the 578

switching speed, DPA linearity starts to degrade due to 579

the transconductance and the nonlinear effects induced by 580

the input capacitance [16]. Moreover, the fast-switching bias 581

control signal is filtered by the parasitics in the PA gate bias. 582

The shaped control signal causes EVM deterioration. Further 583

work could be explored to increase linearity by enhancing the 584

switching speed or by adding digital predistortion compensa- 585

tion to shape the control signal. The simulation with modulated 586

OFDM waveforms proves the validity of 3-bit DPA to improve 587

the system efficiency. 588

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 589

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, 590

a 3-bit DPA prototype is fabricated on an Isola substrate 591

of 0.762-mm thickness with a dielectric constant of 2.8. 592

A photograph of the prototype 3-bit DPA is shown in Fig. 13. 593

The power splitter is at the top left in the photograph, which 594

connects to the input of three PAs. The three constituent PAs 595

are located at the top, right, and left of the photograph, and 596

their outputs are attached to the power combiner. 597

To assess the performance of the 3-bit DPA, the test bed: 598

1) generates the input RF signal at 1.5 GHz; 2) measures 599

the output signals; and 3) controls the ON–OFF states with 600

the power supplies. The input RF signal is generated by a 601

Keysight E8267D PSG vector signal generator and amplified 602

by a Milmega AS0820-100R driving amplifier. The output 603

power and the spectral characteristics are measured with a 604

Rohde & Schwarz NRP-Z23 power meter. Two AIM-TTI 605

MX100TP power supplies generate the gate bias that can be 606

statically modulated based on the bit configuration. The same 607

supplies also provide the drain voltage supply to the DPA. The 608

schematic of the 3-bit DPA test bed setup is shown in Fig. 16. 609
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Fig. 12. OFDM frame configuration and constellation diagrams of the demodulated 16-QAM modulation OFDM waveforms with different bandwidths.

Fig. 13. Photograph of the fabricated 3-bit DPA.

Fig. 14. Measurement of the DPA output power with the CW RF carrier.

A. CW Measurements610

With a constant input of 34 dBm or 2.5 W, the power is split611

into the three constituent PAs based on the splitting ratio of the612

divider. When the three constituent PAs are turned on and off613

using −2.7 and −10 V, respectively, the 3-bit DPA provides an614

output power range from 33 to 45.2 dBm, in the eight distinct615

amplification states. These results are shown in Fig. 14 and616

are also in good agreement with the theory and simulations.617

The most significant difference is in the second state, where618

the measured output is 4.6 W instead of the theoretical value619

of 2.5 W. The measured gain is also shown in Fig. 14. This620

Fig. 15. Measured DPA system drain efficiencies.

gain is reduced when the output power drops when the input 621

RF signal has a constant power of 34 dBm. 622

Fig. 15 shows the drain efficiency as a function of different 623

power states. The 3-bit DPA achieves a maximum drain effi- 624

ciency of 70% at 33.9 W output power, which equals to 64.3% 625

power-added efficiency (PAE). At 7.5-dB back-off, the drain 626

efficiency is still 47.3%, thanks to this innovative architecture. 627

In Fig. 15, the measured drain efficiency outperforms the 628

simulation results at lower power levels. This is because 629

the OFF-state PAs are fully switched off in the simulation. 630

In contrast, the OFF-state PAs generate a low output power 631

in the measurements, which is a significant part of the total 632

output power in state 1. The same consideration applies to 633

the PAE. It can be overcome possibly using an RF switch on 634

the input side or an amplitude modulator. 635

B. Measurements With Digital Control and CW Input Carrier 636

In this section, the DPA is evaluated with an input CW 637

carrier and amplitude modulation introduced by turning on 638

and off the various constituent PAs. The test bed used for this 639

is shown in Fig. 16. Because of the slow response of the power 640

supplies, the switching between the states cannot be performed 641

at MHz frequencies as in a typical OFDM waveform. Here, 642

an OFDM signal is quantized according to the aforementioned 643

strategy and used to control the power supplies of the bench. 644

A MATLAB script controls the supplies and these are turning 645

on and off the constituent PAs to achieve the required OFDM 646

output power. The whole process consists of the following 647

steps. 648

1) The input data (information) are modulated, for exam- 649

ple, with a 16-QAM and OFDM symbols divided into 650

1024 subcarriers in MATLAB. 651
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Fig. 16. Schematic to test the DPA performance under simultaneous application of the quantized OFDM waveform to bias the PAs and CW RF carrier
driving them. At the DPA output, the measured waveform in the time domain having a nonconstant envelope power is in close agreement with the simulated
waveform. The measured EVM from the output waveform indicates the successful transmission of the modulated (information-bearing) symbols from the gate
bias to the DPA output.

TABLE V

MEASURED PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH THE CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART SWITCHING MODE PAS

2) The generated OFDM waveform amplitude is quantized652

with the optimal quantization strategy to generate three653

separate control signals based on the ON–OFF relation- 654

ship among three PAs listed in Table II. 655
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3) These control signals are fed to a voltage supply to656

switch the constituent PAs ON (−2.7 V) and OFF657

(−10 V) with a switching speed of about 100 ms.658

4) The CW RF carrier at 1.5 GHz is generated by the signal659

generator and divided by the power splitter.660

5) Drain voltage power supply provides constant voltage661

for each PA, in this case VDS = 28 V.662

6) The resultant output waveforms’ envelope at the output663

of the DPA is measured.664

The measured amplitude is normalized around the average665

power of the original signal. The result in Fig. 16 shows a666

good match between the simulated and measured results. The667

constellation plot also shows a good agreement, despite a small668

spread around the optimal signal with an EVM of −21.4 dB.669

The measured signal EVM is −18.2 dB, which is 2.8 dB670

less than the result from the optimal quantized signal due671

to imperfect matching to the optimal output power levels672

in Fig. 14.673

C. Performance Comparison674

Table V summarizes the performance of the current state-675

of-the-art switching PAs in literature. Compared with these676

reported high-performance switching mode PAs fabricated677

mostly in CMOS or GaAs, our work achieves high peak678

output power with the GaN transistors while the high back-off679

efficiency is enhanced between 36.6 and 45.2 dBm. More-680

over, the different output power states in our DPA prototype681

are designed for the linearity improvement of OFDM signal682

amplification.683

V. CONCLUSION684

This article presents a high-performance 3-bit DPA for685

OFDM amplification. The DPA design process was explained686

in detail. The output power states are selected based on nonuni-687

form quantization of the OFDM waveform by minimizing688

the EVM. The selection principles of the distinct output power689

states of the DPA were based on the load—pull trajectories.690

The DPA components were analyzed and designed, including691

three separate PAs and a power combiner. From the simulation692

results, the system drain efficiency in amplifying the 1.4-MHz693

16-QAM OFDM waveform was 50.9%, while the EVM694

was 10.6%. In the measurements, the system achieved a peak695

output power of 45.2 dBm with a maximum PAE of 64.3%.696

At 7.5-dB back-off, the drain efficiency is 47.3%. The sys-697

tematic simulation and measurement verify that our proposed698

3-bit DPA architecture achieves high system efficiency without699

degrading the linearity during the amplification of the OFDM700

waveform. Information transmission of digitally modulated701

OFDM symbols from the DPA bias to the output was demon-702

strated to prove its switched mode operation. Finally, perfor-703

mance comparison with the current state-of-the-art switching704

PAs indicates that our proposed 3-bit DPA achieves high state-705

of-the-art output powers with high efficiency.706

APPENDIX707

This section presents the derivation of the output voltage708

waveform for an arbitrary four-port power combiner. The709

Fig. 17. Signal flow diagram of a four-port power splitter.

Mason signal flow graph theory is implemented to compute 710

transmission coefficients T14, T24, and T34 [37]. Mason 711

formula, which provides a general expression for graph gain, 712

is written as 713

G = 	k Gk
K



(30) 714

where 715


 = 1 −
�

m

Pm1 +
�

m

Pm2 −
�

m

Pm3 + · · · (31) 716

where G K is the gain of the kth forward path, 
k is the 717

value of 
 for that part of the graph not touching the kth 718

forward path, and Pmr is the gain product of the mth possible 719

combination of r nontouching loops. 720

The signal flow graph of a generic four-port splitter is shown 721

in Fig. 17. The transmission coefficients based on the Mason 722

theory are given by 723

T14 = (S41(1 − �2 S22 − �3S33 − �2 S32�3S23 + �2S22�3S33) 724

+ S21�2 S42(1 − �3S33) + S31�3S43(1 − �2 S22) 725

+ S21�2 S32�3S43 + S31�3S23�2 S42)/
 726

T24 = (S42(1 − �1S11 − �3S33 − �1S31�3S13 + �1S11�3 S33) 727

+ S12�1 S41(1 − �3S33) + S32�3S43(1 − �1 S11) 728

+ S12�1 S31�3S43 + S32�3S13�1S41)/
 729

T34 = (S43(1 − �1 S11 − �2 S22 − �1S21�2 S12 + �1S11�2 S22) 730

+ S23�2 S42(1 − �1S11) + S13�1S41(1 − �2 S22) 731

+ S23�2 S12�1S41 + S13�1S21�2 S42)/
 732

733

where 734


 = 1 − [S11�1(1 − S22 S33�2�3) + S22�2(1 − S22 S33�2�3) 735

+ S33�3(1 − S11 S44�1�4) 736

+ S44�4(1 − S22 S33�2�3)] 737

− [�1�2(S2
12 − S11 S22) + �1�3(S2

13 − S11 S33) 738

+ �1�4(S2
14 − S11 S44) + �2�3(S2

23 − S22 S33) 739

+ �2�4(S2
24 − S22 S44) + �3�4(S2

34 − S33 S44)])] 740

− 2[�2�3�4 S23 S24 S34(1 − S11�1) 741

+ �1�3�4 S13 S14 S34(1 − S22�2) 742

+ �1�2�4S12 S14 S24(1 − S33�3) 743
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TABLE VI

OUTPUT VOLTAGE VALUES FOR 3-BIT DPA

+�1�2�3 S12 S13S23(1 − S44�4)]744

+ S11 S22 S33S44�1�2�3�4.745

In this work, the input PAs only have two states, ON746

and OFF. Specifically, assuming that the impedance Z0 is747

normalized when PA is ON, whereas impedance is infinity748

when PA is OFF. The load impedance is constantly equal to Z0,749

which means �4 is zero. The output voltage levels can be750

simplified. The output voltages of eight different states are751

summarized in Table VI.752
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